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1
1.1.1

NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY
Pre-Construct Archaeology Limited was commissioned by David Fawkner Architectural
Design Ltd to prepare a Heritage Impact Assessment focused upon the potential impact of the
proposed development on land at Brook Farm, Pickford Green Lane, Coventry (Site centred:
SP 27417 80718) on Heritage Assets (Figures 1 & 2). There are seven Grade II listed
buildings within the vicinity of the Proposed Development Area (hereafter the “site”). Only two
of these – Pickford Grange Farmhouse (MCT980), 500m to the northwest of the site, and
Brook Farmhouse (MCT981) which lies within in the site itself – are affected by the
development. Grade II listed historic buildings are Medium value heritage assets. Preparation
of this report has included background research into the history of the site and its surrounding
area, an assessment of heritage values, discussion of setting and conclusions regarding
potential setting issues.

1.1.2

The proposed development is focused upon the land that is the physical setting for Brook
Farmhouse (MCT981) adjacent to Pickford Green Lane, north of the Coventry suburb of
Upper Eastern Green and south of Birmingham Road (the A45) and the hamlet of Pickford
Green. A single barn-like building is proposed to be built, comprising three dwellings, using
sympathetic materials, design and pallet, at the rear of the farmhouse (Figures 3 & 4).

1.1.3

A large residential development – “Eastern Green, south of the A45” (Planning Reference:
OUT/2018/3225) – has received planning permission and encircles Brook Farm on three
sides. Around 2625 dwellings and other commercial and community buildings will be set
within a 144.3 hectare landscaping on the eastern-side of Pickford Green Road (Figures 2 &
5). The road itself will be widened and two access/egress points will lie upon it to the north
and south of Brook Farm.

1.1.4

The significance of the impact on the heritage assets resulting from the proposals for Brook
Farm has been determined by assessing the value of the heritage assets and comparing this
with the degree of impact resulting from the development. It is concluded that the impact from
the proposed development at Brook Farm on the setting of Pickford Grange Farmhouse
(MCT980) is neutral to slight due to the current lack of visibility between the two locations.
Also limiting impact upon heritage assets in the immediate area of Brook Farm are positive
impacts of the landscaping associated with the Eastern Green residential development. The
development at Brook Farm will also have neutral affect upon the five Grade II buildings in
the wider landscape.

1.1.5

The proposals will not amount to substantial harm to the significance or interest of the
heritage asset represented by Brook Farmhouse (MCT981) due to the highly sympathetic
design, positioning and layout of the new buildings, among existing barn conversions at the
farm (Figure 3). The impact upon Brook Farmhouse can therefore be considered to be
neutral to slight.

PCA Report No: R13742
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2
2.1.1

INTRODUCTION
Pre-Construct Archaeology Limited was commissioned by David Fawkner Architectural
Design Ltd to prepare a Heritage Statement focused upon the impact of proposed
development on land at Brook Farm, Pickford Green Lane, Coventry on Heritage Assets
(Figure 1). There are seven designated Grade II Listed Buildings in the vicinity of the
proposed development site; two of which have, by their proximity to the development,
potential to be negatively affected by the development (Figure 2). These are Pickford Grange
Farmhouse (MCT980), 500m to the northwest of the site and Brook Farmhouse (MCT981),
which lies within the development area. Preparation of this report has included background
research into the history of the site and its surrounding area, an assessment of heritage
values of the seven Grade II listed buildings and a discussion of their setting and conclusions
regarding potential setting issues.

2.1.2

The proposed development comprises the construction of a single barn-like building, “L”shape in plan, comprising three dwellings, at the rear of the farmhouse (Figures 3 & 4). An
additional drive access and bell mouth onto Pickford Green Lane, landscaping and services
are also described. Documents provided by David Fawkner Architectural Design Ltd indicate
that the properties will be in keeping with Brook Farmhouse and the existing converted barns
to the southeast by using a building materials’ pallet taken from the farm buildings and Brook
Farm itself (Figure 4). Schematic drawings, and the existing natural incline of the land to the
north of the farmhouse, suggest that Brook Farmhouse will remain the dominant building on
the site.

2.1.3

This Heritage Statement was written and researched by Dr. Robin Weaver (ACIfA), under the
project management of Jonathan Webster; both of Pre-Construct Archaeology Limited. The
report involved consultation with the Coventry, Solihull and Warwickshire Historic
Environment Records (HER; see Appendix 1), study of historical maps and documents held
by Warwickshire’s Records Office (attended: Priory Park, Warwick, 28th June 2019) and
relevant regional studies. A site visit to Brook Farm and around the immediate landscape was
undertaken by Robin Weaver on the 24th June 2019 (see Appendix 2).

2.1.4

There are no Grade I or Grade II* Listed buildings, scheduled monuments, Conservation
Areas, Registered Parks and Gardens, or Historic Battlefields within 1km of the site. The
seven historic buildings at the centre of this impact assessment are Grade II domestic and
agricultural structures and are medium value heritage assets.

2.1.5

A Heritage Statement is required as part of the planning application process and accords with
policies set out in the National Planning Policy Framework, published in March 2012 (and
updated February 2019). Section 12: ‘Conserving and enhancing the historic environment’
and is undertaken in order that the Local Planning Authority (LPA) may formulate an
appropriate response to proposals which may impact upon the fabric or setting of a heritage
asset.

PCA Report No: R13742
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3
3.1
3.1.1

PLANNING BACKGROUND
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
In July 2018 and February 2019, the government published revisions to the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF), which replaced existing national policy relating to heritage and
archaeology (National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), March 2012). It aims to provide a
simple and clear policy framework for the Government’s planning policies which ‘must be
taken into account in the preparation of local and neighbourhood plans’ (NPPF, 2012, 1). Its
principal objective is to ‘contribute to the achievement of sustainable development’ and so
there is a presumption in favour of such developments. This involves seeking ‘positive
improvements in the quality of the built, natural and historic environment’. The overall
requirements it places on both the applicant and local planning authorities are much the same
as before i.e. to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected by development,
including the contribution made by their setting and the level of potential harm from the
development.

3.1.2

In summary, current national policy provides a framework which protects nationally important
designated Heritage Assets and their settings, in appropriate circumstances seeks adequate
information (from desk- based assessment and field evaluation where necessary) to enable
informed decisions regarding the historic environment and provides for the investigation by
intrusive or non-intrusive means of sites not significant enough to merit in-situ preservation.
Relevant paragraphs within the NPPF include the following:
189. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an
applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any
contribution made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the
assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact
of the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant historic environment
record should have been consulted and the heritage assets assessed using
appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on which development is
proposed includes, or has the potential to include, heritage assets with archaeological
interest, local planning authorities should require developers to submit an appropriate
desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation.
190. Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance
of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by development
affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence and
any necessary expertise. They should take this into account when considering the
impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise any conflict between
the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the proposal.
193. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of
a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation
PCA Report No: R13742
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(and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is
irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or
less than substantial harm to its significance.
194. Any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a designated heritage asset (from its
alteration or destruction, or from development within its setting), should require clear
and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of:
a) grade II listed buildings, or grade II registered parks or gardens,
should be exceptional;
b) assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments,
protected wreck sites, registered battlefields, grade I and II* listed buildings,
grade I and II* registered parks and gardens, and World Heritage Sites,
should be wholly exceptional.
Additionally:
141. Local planning authorities should make information about the significance of the
historic environment gathered as part of plan-making or development management
publicly accessible. They should also require developers to record and advance
understanding of the significance of any heritage assets to be lost (wholly or in part) in
a manner proportionate to their importance and the impact, and to make this evidence
(and any archive generated) publicly accessible. However, the ability to record
evidence of our past should not be a factor in deciding whether such loss should be
permitted.
3.1.3

When considering the impact of a proposed development on heritage assets, the importance
of the asset should be considered when determining the degree of weight to apply to its
conservation ‘as heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require clear and
convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a grade II listed building ... should be
exceptional.’

3.1.4

If substantial harm or loss of significance to a designated heritage asset is likely to occur as a
result of a proposed development, the LPA should refuse consent unless there are substantial
public benefits or the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site or
the harm / loss is outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site back into use.

3.1.5

Where the impact of the development proposal is ‘less than substantial harm to the
significance of the designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public
benefits of the proposal…’

3.1.6

The effect of proposals on non-designated heritage assets should also be taken into account
in determining an application. A balance of judgement will be required having regard to the
scale of any harm and the significance of the heritage asset.

3.1.7

LPAs ‘should not permit the loss of the whole or part of a heritage asset without taking
reasonable steps to ensure the new development will proceed after the loss has occurred.’
PCA Report No: R13742
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3.2
3.2.1

Coventry Local Plan 2017
The Coventry Local Plan (Coventry City Council 2017) has the following relevant policy
relating to the historic environment:
Policy HE2: Conservation and Heritage Assets
1. In order to help sustain the historic character, sense of place, environment, quality and
local distinctiveness of Coventry, development proposals will be supported where they
conserve and, where appropriate, enhance those aspects of the historic environment which
are recognised as being of special historic, archaeological, architectural, artistic, landscape
or townscape significance. These Heritage Assets include:
a) Listed buildings and Locally Listed buildings;
b) Conservation Areas;
c) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites;
d) Registered Parks and Gardens; and
e) Other places, spaces, structures and features which may not be formally designated
but are recognised as significant elements of Coventry’s heritage and are positively
identified on the Coventry Historic Environment Record.
2. Proposals likely to affect the significance of a heritage asset or its setting should
demonstrate an understanding of such significance using currently available evidence.
3. Development proposals involving heritage assets in general and listed buildings in
particular, should acknowledge the significance of the existing building and the area by
means of their siting, massing, form, scale, materials and detail.
[...]
7. All proposals should aim to sustain and reinforce the special character and conserve the
following distinctive historic elements of Coventry: [...]
c) The wider Arden rural environment on the fringe of the city comprising field-systems,
ancient woodlands and commons which developed over centuries; interspersed with a mix
of settlements, farmsteads and smallholdings.

PCA Report No: R13742
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4
4.1
4.1.1

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
Aims and Objectives
The aim of this report was to understand the impact of the proposed development on the
setting of designated heritage assets, to inform planning decisions and to set out an
appropriate mitigation strategy for the consideration of the planning authority. The purpose of
the Heritage Impact Assessment was also to identify the important characteristics and
significance of the existing heritage asset(s) and to explain how the proposals would affect
these and justify why this is necessary or desirable.

4.2
4.2.1

Methodology
This Heritage Impact Assessment focuses on the impact of the proposed development on the
setting of Brook Farmhouse (MCT981), Brook Farm, Pickford Green Lane, Coventry, and the
six other local heritage resources (Barn Farmhouse MCT882; Barn Cottage MCT883; The
Corner Cottage MCT972; Pickford Farmhouse and Farm Building MCT976 & MCT977;
Pickford Grange Farmhouse MCT980). Emphasis fell upon the nearby Pickford Grange Farm
(MCT980) and Brook Farmhouse itself, and upon the Farm’s immediate surroundings.

4.2.2

A programme of documentary research and historic map regression was carried out in order
to understand the historical development of the Site and nearby heritage assets within their
wider landscape context. In conjunction with the on-site assessment of heritage assets and
views to and from these heritage assets and the Site, the results of this investigation will
inform an assessment of the significance of the heritage assets in respect of agreed criteria.
Further, an assessment of the impact of the proposed development upon the setting of the
designated heritage assets will be undertaken and a recommendation of measures to mitigate
any identified impacts made.

4.3
4.3.1

Assessment criteria
A programme of documentary research and on-site assessment undertaken by Pre-Construct
Archaeology Limited identified the key stages in the historical development of the Site. The
findings from these investigations are used here to inform assessments of the value of these
features in respect of agreed criteria and of the impact of the proposed alterations upon the
designated and non-designated heritage assets. The considered value of the assets and the
impacts of the proposed development inform an assessment of the significance of the effect
that the proposed works will have upon the heritage assets.

4.4
4.4.1

Assessment of value
Determination of the value of heritage assets has been based upon existing designations,
whilst professional judgements have been made in the case of undesignated heritage assets
in accordance with the criteria stipulated in Table 1.1.

PCA Report No: R13742
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Table 1.1: Criteria used to assess value of heritage assets
Value

Archaeological Remains

Historic Buildings

Historic Landscape

Very High

World Heritage Sites
(including nominated
sites)
Assets of acknowledged
international importance

Structures inscribed as of
universal importance as
World Heritage Sites
Other buildings of
recognised international
importance

World Heritage Sites inscribed
for their historic landscape
qualities
Historic landscapes of
international value, whether
designated or not
Extremely well preserved
historic landscapes with
exceptional coherence, timedepth, or other critical factor(s)

Scheduled Monuments
with standing remains

Designated historic
landscapes of outstanding
interest
Undesignated landscapes of
outstanding interest

High

Assets that can contribute
significantly to
acknowledged
international research
objectives
Scheduled Monuments
(including proposed sites)
Undesignated assets of
schedulable quality and
importance
Assets that can contribute
significantly to
acknowledged national
research objectives

Medium

Low

Designated
or
undesignated assets that
contribute to regional
research objectives

Designated
and
undesignated assets of
local importance
Assets compromised by
poor preservation and/or
poor survival of contextual
associations
Assets of limited value,
but with potential to
contribute
to
local
research objectives

PCA Report No: R13742

Grade I and Grade II*
Listed Buildings
Other listed buildings that
can be shown to have
exceptional qualities in
their fabric or historical
associations not
adequately reflected in the
listing grade
Conservation Areas
containing very important
buildings
Undesignated structures
of clear national
importance
Grade II Listed Buildings

Undesignated landscapes of
high quality and importance,
and of demonstrable national
value

Well preserved historic
landscapes, exhibiting
considerable coherence, timedepth or other critical factor(s)

Designated
landscapes

special

historic

Historic
(unlisted)
buildings that can be
shown to have exceptional
qualities in their fabric or
historical associations
Conservation
Areas
containing buildings that
contribute significantly to
its historic character
Historic Townscape or
built-up
areas
with
important historic integrity
in their buildings, or built
settings (e.g. including
street furniture and other
structures)
‘Locally Listed’ buildings

Undesignated
historic
landscapes that would justify
special historic landscape
designation, landscapes of
regional value
Averagely
well-preserved
historic
landscapes
with
reasonable coherence, timedepth or other critical factor(s)

Historic
(unlisted)
buildings of modest quality
in their fabric or historical
association
Historic Townscape or
built-up areas of limited
historic integrity in their
buildings, or built settings
(e.g.
including
street
furniture
and
other
structures)

Historic
landscapes
with
importance to local interest
groups

Robust undesignated historic
landscapes

Historic landscapes whose
value is limited by poor
preservation
and/or
poor
survival
of
contextual
associations
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Source: DMRB, 2008

4.4.2

There are five categories to which the significance of an effect upon a heritage asset can be
assigned; these are defined Table 1.2 below:
Table 1.2 Descriptors of the significance of effect

Significance
category

Typical descriptors of effect

Very large

Only adverse effects are assigned this level of significance. These effects are
generally associated with sites of international, national or regional importance
that are likely to suffer a most damaging impact and loss of resource integrity.

Large

These effects (which may be either adverse or beneficial) are considered to be
very important considerations and are likely to be material in the decisionmaking process.

Moderate

These effects (which may be either adverse or beneficial) may be important,
but are not likely to be key decision-making factors. The cumulative effects of
such factors may influence decision-making if they lead to an increase in the
overall adverse effect on a particular resource or receptor.

Slight

These effects (which may be either adverse or beneficial) may be raised as
local factors. They are unlikely to be critical in the decision-making process,
but are important in enhancing the subsequent design of the project.

Neutral

No effect or those that are beneath levels of perception, within normal bounds
of variation or within the margin of forecasting error.

Source: DMRB, 2008
4.4.3

The effect of a development upon a heritage asset is determined by combining the value of
each asset with the impact magnitude in accordance with Table 1.3 below. The matrix is not
intended to lead to a formulaic assessment and professional judgement is used at all stages
in the process. The effects can be adverse or beneficial.

PCA Report No: R13742
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Table 1.3: Determination of significance of effect
Very High

Neutral

Slight

High

Neutral

Slight

Medium

Neutral

Low

Neutral

Negligible

Neutral
No
change

Neutral to
Slight

Moderate

Large to Very

to Large

Large

Slight to

Moderate to

Large to

Moderate

Large

Very Large

Slight

Moderate

Neutral to

Neutral to

Slight

Slight

Neutral
Negligible

Source: DMRB, 2008

Slight

Neutral to

Neutral to

Slight

Slight

Minor

Moderate

Very Large

Moderate
to Large
Slight to
Moderate
Slight
Major

Magnitude of Impact

4.4.4

Assessing the implications of development proposals on the setting of heritage assets, a fivestep approach is followed in order to assess the implications of development affecting setting:
Step 1: identifying heritage assets affected and their settings
The starting point of the analysis is to identify those heritage assets likely to be affected by the
development proposal. If the development is capable of affecting the contribution of a heritage
asset’s significance or the appreciation of a setting, it can be considered as falling within the
setting of the asset.
Step 2: assessing whether, how and to what degree these settings make a contribution
to the significance of the heritage asset
Consideration is given to the physical surroundings of the asset, the way in which the asset is
appreciated and the assets associative attributes (associations and patterns of use).
Step 3: assessing the effect of the proposed development upon the significance of the
heritage asset. Identify the range of effects a development may have upon setting and
evaluate the resultant degree of harm or benefit to the significance of the asset.
Assessment of the effects of a proposed development should consider the following:
•

The location and siting of the development

•

The form and appearance of the development

•

The permanence of the development

•

The long term or consequential effects of the development

Step 4: maximising enhancement and minimising harm to the significance of the
heritage asset
Early assessment of setting may provide a basis for agreeing the scope and form of
development and reducing the potential for disagreement later in the process.
Step 5: making and documenting the decision and monitoring outcomes.
PCA Report No: R13742
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5
5.1
5.1.1

THE SITE AND ITS SETTING
Proposed Development Area
The Proposed Development Area is centred on Ordnance Survey NGR SP 27417 80718 and
lies at the northwest edge of the City Borough of Coventry, at its border with the rural district
of the Metropolitan Borough of Solihull (Figure 1). The wider area is understood to have been
a part of the ancient Forest of Arden, which occupied the eastern part of the Birmingham
Plateau throughout prehistory and into the medieval period, and strongly influenced the
character of the region’s historical rural development (Warnock and Griffiths 20078; Coventry
City Council 2017)

5.1.2

A site visit was undertaken by Robin Weaver of Pre-Construct Archaeology on the 24th June
2019. The aim of the visit was to assess the aspect, character, condition and setting of the
site and to identify any impacts or constraints not otherwise known. Photographs were taken
during the visit and are included in Appendix 2, with their locations shown on Figure 6.

5.1.3

The site is a sub-rectangular garden plot of around 0.25 square hectares attached to the rear
of a family home, Brook Farmhouse (Plates 1-3). A sunken concrete tennis court occupies
about a quarter of the total site area, the rest is laid to lawn with a small patio adjacent to the
east side of the house, some small paths of slab and concrete and a modern concrete garage
(Plates 4-5). The boundary areas have plant growth around 2.50-3.0m wide and mature
trees, and wood panel fencing runs along the western boundary. The residence itself is a
Grade II listed farmhouse, part of a post-medieval farm complex, Brook Farmhouse
(MCT981), and is next to a number of barns and other brick buildings formerly belonging to
the farm, that have previously been converted into residences. The farmhouse lies at an
elevation of 121m AOD (above ordnance datum) and the site descends to 116-117m AOD
over a distance of 45-55 metres. This fall is accounted for by the presence of the brook itself
which runs along the northern boundary of the site (Pickford Green Lane dips noticeably
where it passes the northwest edge of the site; Plate 3) and within the limited footprint of the
tennis court (Plate 5).

5.2
5.2.1

Designated Heritage Assets
In the immediate environs of the Proposed Development Area lie two previously mentioned
Grade II listed buildings – Brook Farmhouse itself (MCT981) and Pickford Grange Farmhouse
(MCT980) – and five further Grade II listed assets at least 1km distant (see Figure 2 &
Appendix 1).

5.2.2

Brook Farmhouse is an 18th century farm house of brick using a Flemish bond with light
headers (MCT981). The house is two stories with four bays (Plate 1). The door is in the
second bay and has architecturally interesting flush panel reveals and a timber architrave;
there are three chimneys (on the gables and to the right of the third bay) and the windows
have brick segmental heads. It also has a north-south oriented range at the rear, and 20th
century developments include the interlocking tile roof, uPVC replacement windows, and a
conservatory to the west (Plate 2). To its immediate south and southeast are the more
PCA Report No: R13742
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modern farm buildings, now converted to dwellings. Brook Farmhouse’s significance is in its
historical and architectural value as an 18th century building and in its role at the centre of a
post-medieval Forest of Arden farm.
5.2.3

The origins of Pickford Grange Farmhouse (MCT980) are as a 16th century a timber-framed,
stone plinth structure, with the frame partially replaced by brick; the building has many later
lean-to additions to the north and west, which expose the square-panelled framing of the main
range. It comprises a two story building with a rendered east wall; the main range has three
bays and the outer two bays have blind recesses on the first floor. The doorway is in the
middle bay and chimneys are located at the left-hand gable and in line with the doorway.
Pickford Grange Farmhouse’s significance is in its historical and architectural value as a 16th
century farmhouse; it remains a working farm.

5.2.4

Further afield are five other designated Grade II post-medieval buildings in three locations.
These are Pickford Farmhouse and farm building (MCT976 & MCT977), which are 1.4km to
the northeast; The Corner Cottage (MCT972) around 400m to the south, and; Barn
Farmhouse (MCT882) and (MCT883), 1.4km southeast. Appendix 1 describes briefly the
architectural and historical details of these assets, and Figure 2 shows their locations. At all
of these locations, the designated assets are to be found in modern residential or modern
farm settings and their view sheds cannot be affected by the development at Brook Farm.
This is due to the distances involved and the interruption of views by the landscape, mature
trees and hedges, in which the development area’s own low elevation and tree-lined site
boundary plays a significant part. Indeed, a significant area of land between these heritage
assets is to be developed into the Eastern Green residential estate, and planning permission
is based upon a landscape design sympathetic to the designated buildings in this area,
including Brook Farmhouse (see Smith 2018 and Figures 2 & 5).

5.3
5.3.1

Geology
The British Geological Survey indicates that the underlying bedrock geology on site is
mapped as comprising Allesley Member sandstone – sometimes know as Coventry
sandstone and Allesley Conglomerate. This geology formed in the Middle Pleistocene
subdivision of the Pleistocene Epoch, from 781,000 to 126,000 years ago (781–126 ka). The
Superficial geology is Thrussington till (previously known as boulder clay), which is typically 17m thick and has an upper horizon with the present topsoil and/or alluvial deposits. This
geology formed in the Anglian Stage of the Middle Pleistocene, which started about 478,000
years ago and ended about 424,000 years ago. Alluvial deposits of both silt-sand-clay-gravel
and sand-clay-gravel follow the course of the brook at the northern boundary of the site (BGS
viewer 2019).

5.3.2

The soilscape is mapped as consisting of loamy and clayey lowly permeable seasonally wet
slightly acid but base-rich loamy and clayey soils with impeded drainage, that are moderately
fertile. The immediate landscape is seasonally wet pasture and some woodland (LandIS
2019).
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5.4
5.4.1

Historic Landscape Characterisation
The Proposed Development Area lies within the Arden area of a rural district of Coventry
Metropolitan Borough, historically of the County of Warwickshire. The Arden has been defined
as a distinct area since the medieval period through its conspicuously wooded nature
(Warnock & Griffiths 2007). The area in which the site lies comprises the narrow lanes and
open agricultural fields of Coventry’s northwest urban fringe (Ibid: 33). The site is on Pickford
Green Lane, a very minor north-south road linking the Upper Eastern Green suburb of
Coventry to the A45 Birmingham Road. Sparse modern development of individual post-War
detached and semi-detached housing occurred along Pickford Green Lane to the south
towards Upper Eastern Green and to the north where the hamlet of Pickford Green lies just off
Birmingham Road. Pickford Green is around 600m to the north of the site, along Pickford
Green Lane, and maintains a rural, undeveloped character overall. The fields tend towards
being regular, small to medium sized square-shaped pastoral plots and are bounded by
hedgerows of thorn and elm with sporadic ash and oak trees (Ibid: 33). Changes to the
landscape’s appearance, character and usage during the Post-medieval period (1540 ADpresent day) are judged to have been insignificant by the City Council’s recent landscape
assessment (Warnock & Griffiths 2007). This is borne out by a cursory look at historic maps
(see Figures 7-14).
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6
6.1

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The principle resource for this section is data acquired from the Coventry, Solihull and
Warwickshire HERs (Historic Environment Records), which contains information on heritage
assets, including archaeological sites, historic buildings, and archaeological events (i.e.
archaeological fieldwork and historic building recording/survey). Each HER entry, whether that
is for a site, building or event, is allocated a reference number e.g. MCT 1234, ECT 5678. A
search and analysis of HER entries within a 1000m radius from the centre of the study site
was undertaken and a representative sample is discussed in this section (Figures 1-2).

6.2

Additionally, an historic environment desk-based assessment undertaken by Orion Heritage
Ltd (Smith 2018) presents the results of a search of known heritage assets within a 1000m
radius of the perimeter 144 hectare East Green development (Figure 2). The discussion in
this section is augmented by information gathered from this document, from the Heritage
Portal (2019) and relevant regional surveys. This was undertaken in agreement with Matthew
Parker Wooding, Archaeological Advisor, Coventry City Council (Email dated: 28 th June 2019)
due to the HER currently undergoing technical issues whilst getting it functional again.

6.3
6.3.1

Allesley Parish Historical Background
The evidence for prehistoric activity in the area is limited to findspots relating to Paleolithic
and Neolithic flints. Paleolithic flints, including a flint flake and a core (MCT15886; MCT15887)
and an assemblage of Early Neolithic flints (MCT7839; MCT15892), were found through field
walking by a local society. These were recovered from fields 500m-1km east of the
development area and probably reflect the transient episodic nature of social groups in these
periods and their preference for more fertile and free draining soils. It can be speculated that
at this elevation the local area may have been heavily wooded during the prehistoric period
(Smith 2018: 14). There are no known assets for the Bronze Age and Iron Age within the
immediate area.

6.3.2

Evidence for Roman activity in the study area is known. Field walking in fields to the east of
the site found concentrations of Roman building material (roof tile, floor tile) and other finds
such as domestic pottery which suggest settlement in the area (MCT100). It is speculated that
in the wider Arden Forest region limited farmsteads and hamlets were established during the
Roman period (Ibid.). Again, the poor quality of the soil and density of tree cover in the
immediate area may have limited this activity.

6.3.3

No Early Medieval (Anglo-Saxon) activity is recorded within the study area by HER records.
The parish name Allesley derives from a Saxon personal name ‘Ælle’ and ‘leah’ meaning
woodland clearing. It seems likely that such a clearing was located somewhere near the
village of Allesley, which is 2km to the east of the Site, and may derive from clearance activity
of this period or in re-establishing a Roman clearing. However, it is also possible that much of
the area remained heavily wooded into the 11th century (Smith 2008: 15).

6.3.4

There are eleven records for the remains of ridge and furrow cultivation in the study area
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(MCT42, MCT44, MCT47, MCT48, MCT49, MCT51, MCT99, MCT2228, MCT5793,
MCT7654, MCT7838). Whilst extensive, the remains represent the episodic survival of a once
widespread practice of agricultural ploughing in small linear plots laid out as described by
Warnock and Griffith (2018: 33). The orientation of ploughing can be observed in the direction
of the earthworks or crop marks that are recorded and further agricultural features such as
drainage ditches and field boundaries would have been numerous. A single sherd of medieval
pottery was recovered during field walking (MCT16828) and probably signifies only the
practice of the spreading of domestic manure.
6.3.5

The brook at the northern boundary of the site appears to have been deliberately straightened
in the medieval period in order to create a water meadow nearby, and a cultivation terrace
was created adjacent to the brook’s south bank (MCT7835, MCT2245 respectively).

6.3.6

The possible site of a medieval moat survives just north of Upper Eastern Green Lane
(MCT560, ECT579, ECT652), around 1km from the development area. Here the moat
survives as an earthwork and there are earthworks on what would have been the building
platform.

6.3.7

As previously mentioned, the site is within an area known as the ‘Ancient Arden Landscape’
(Warnock & Griffiths 2007: Character Area 97) which is distinguished by an irregular pattern
of small to medium fields bounded by small winding lanes and track ways, confined within tall
hedgebanks and ponds within established pasture. This historic landscape is thought to have
been developed during the medieval period and maintained its continuity into the postmedieval and modern periods (Smith 2018). A record relating to a cleared section of ancient
woodland – Slipperside Wood (MSI4587) – is held on the Solihull HER, and was formerly
located around 950m east of the development site. This may represent an area of the Arden
Forest that remained un-felled during the medieval period.

6.4
6.4.1

Map Historical Map Regression Exercise
By the post-medieval period much of the land in the immediate area north of the brook,
appears to have belonged to the Harries Estate, and appears on a map dated 1777 (Smith
2018: Fig. 4). The location of Brook Farm can be estimated relatively easily due to the
location of Pickford Green Lane in the map and suggests that the fields around it, if not also
the farm, belonged in 1777 to “Mr Taylor”. However, by 1841 a parish tithe map (Figure 7)
and the corresponding register for 1838-53 (Allesley: Tithe App. Index 2019) show that Brook
Farm (plot 1032) and three other dwellings (1030, 1031a & 1031) and the surrounding fields
(1033-40) are in the possession of John Arnold. Brook Farm and the ‘croft’ at 1031 are
apparently occupied by Arnold with the other buildings taken by tenants (listed as James
Miles and John Pears). In consideration of the complexities of the rural economy, it is
interesting to see that John Arnold rented a garden plot (1029) from the Revered Edward
Neale, which lay by a garden at 1029a which Arnold owned but rented out to someone else
(Thomas Peers).

6.4.2

There is very little change to the landscape by the time of the Ordnance Survey maps of
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1905, 1925 and 1938 (Figures 8-10), with the exception that from 1905 the numerous public
footpaths and track ways that lie between fields in this area are highlighted. This gives a
greater sense of a permeable, working rural landscape and there may have occurred some
coalescence of the rather sparse housing along what is now Upper Eastern Green Road. For
example, Eastern Green becomes distinguished into Upper and Lower parts on the 1905 map
and curiously the road is labelled Lower Eastern Green Road on the 1937 map (Figure 10),
and Upper Eastern Green Lane in the 1952 map (Figure 11).
6.4.3

There are surprisingly few differences in the immediate post-War landscape, seen in the 1952
and 1954 Ordnance Survey maps (Figure 11 & 12): the A45 is now applied to Birmingham
Road, there is a garage on the road near Pickford Green, a recreation ground is now seen on
Pickford Green Lane, and there are a number of housing plots and a new cul de sac off
Hockley Lane. An overhead pylon is seen for the first time running northeast-southwest
across Pickford Green Lane just north of Brook Farm.

6.4.4

Slipperslide Wood (MSI4587) – possible remnant ancient woodland – appears on 20th century
Ordnance Survey maps until the 1967 map (Figure 13). It appears to have been cleared at
some point between 1954 and 1967 for pasture.

6.5

The Proposed Development Area Historical Background

6.5.1

In the tithe map of 1841 (Figure 7) the farmhouse at Brook Farm can be seen to have a “U”shaped ground plan, indicating that two rear ranges were in existence, where only one is seen
today. A very small square joining the right-hand range is probably a privy. The farmhouse is
accompanied by four further buildings. One of these is a small and located north-south
rectangular building to the northwest of the farmhouse, which lies within a separate paddock
and a pond lies of the western edge of the farm. Only the two southern structures making a
“T” are familiar to us from today’s maps as the converted barns at Brook Farm (see Figures
1-2). The building nearest the farmhouse is reminiscent of the current barn conversion at the
farm, but its dimensions are different in some respects suggesting that what is seen today is
more modern. The outline of the current garden at Brook Farmhouse is somewhat
foreshortened by an east-west oriented field (plot 1035).

6.5.2

By the time of the 1905 and 1925 Ordnance Survey maps (Figure 8 & 9) Brook Farmhouse
appears now only to have only one range at the back of the building giving the ground plan a
shape similar to that of today. The small rectangular building seen on the tithe map is no
longer in existence. It is clear from the 1905 map that building immediately adjacent to the
farmhouse – now converted into dwellings – is in fact a number of various narrow buildings,
something evident today. The site boundaries and layout of the other buildings appears the
same but now the garden plot extends down to the brook – this area appears to be an orchard
and is distinguished from the paddock where the rectangular building once stood, which may
be a garden.

6.5.3

The 1905 Ordnance Survey map (Figure 10) is the first to feature the title ‘Brook Farm’. This
map shows that the boundaries of Brook Farm expanded somewhat since the 1880s (see
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Smith 2018: Fig. 6) to incorporate the land between the rear of Brook Farmhouse and the
brook, and a parcel of land from an adjacent field on the eastern boundary. The former
increases the depth of the garden at the rear of the property, which now features a planting of
trees, and; the latter has created a paddock for, what appears to be, a livestock barn/stables
for the pre-existing north-south oriented building, first seen in the Tithe map (Figure 7). There
are no significant changes between 1905 and 1937 (Figures 8-10).
6.5.4

A small building occupies the paddock adjoining the livestock building mentioned above in the
1952 and 1967 Ordnance Survey maps (Figure 11 & 13). A very small square-shaped area
may be a shed; the overall plan of Brook Farm now looks very like that of today. Despite
becoming part of the new ‘urban fringe’, Pickford Green Lane and the properties along it
change very little in subsequent decades, and Brook Farm not at all.
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7
7.1
7.1.1

SITE ASSESSMENT
Introduction
The site was visited on 24th June 2019 by Robin Weaver of Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd in
order to assess the sight lines to and from the site and the potential visual impacts of the
proposed development on the settings of the designated heritage assets, specifically the
seven Grade II Listed buildings within 1.5km of the site. A number of photographs were taken
during the visit, a selection of which are included in order to illustrate different aspects of the
assessment (Appendix 2). The locations and directions of view of each of the plates are
illustrated on (Figure 6).

7.2
7.2.1

The Listed Buildings
There a number of heritage assets within the immediate vicinity and the wider area around the
Proposed Development Area. These are Brook Farmhouse itself (MCT981) and the six other
local heritage resources: Barn Farmhouse MCT882; Barn Cottage MCT883; The Corner
Cottage MCT972; Pickford Farmhouse and Farm Building MCT976 & MCT977; and, Pickford
Grange Farmhouse MCT980. It was immediately clear from a distribution map that the
majority of the assets would be unaffected by the development area, principally due to the
distances involved and the individual settings of the sites in question, which are generally
modern in character and enclosed by trees and hedges (Figure 2) – this was confirmed by
the site visit. Only Brook Farmhouse and Pickford Grange Farmhouse have the potential to be
negatively affected by the development.

7.2.2

The following section assesses the development site in which Brook Farmhouse lies, its
immediate vicinity and the nearby Pickford Grange Farmhouse.

7.3
7.3.1

The Proposed Development Site and Pickford Grange Farmhouse
The development site lies within a pastoral landscape of fields, tall hedges and mature trees,
lanes, bridal ways and footpaths between Coventry’s Eastern Green urban estate and the
A45 (Figures 1 & 2). Brook Farm is immediately next to Pickford Green Lane, a rather fast
narrow road frequently used as a ‘cut through’ between Coventry’s north western suburbs and
the A45. The road has no footpaths along its course from Pickford Green to Eastern Green
and there is a conspicuous dip where it crosses the brook, adjacent to Brook Farm (Plate 3).
Brook Farm lies at this low elevation in the landscape on the east side of the road, where as
Pickford Grange Farmhouse is on a hilltop 500m to the northwest of the road (Plate 6-7). A
high voltage overhead power cable crosses the road between the two heritage assets and,
although the pylons do not themselves lie between the buildings, one is placed close to this
viewshed. Low-level cables run along the western side of Pickford Green Lane and the west
boundary of the site, and enter Brook Farm at the southwest side of the building, cross the
road and follow Pickford Green Lane to the south. In mitigation of the road and the power
cables, Brook Farm is surrounded by hedges and mature trees, many of which are evergreen,
giving an enclosed feeling. Pickford Grange stands back from the both the road and power
lines, which seem distant from the front of the building with the wires themselves ‘sky lined’
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and the landscape underneath them (Plate 6). The overall impression is that each is
somewhat isolated from the affects to the landscape of the road and overheads, although
sight lines between the two locations are slightly affected by the power cables. These
observations establish a baseline for our consideration of the two Grade II listed buildings in
their landscape.
7.3.2

The Site itself is a “P”-shaped plot of land with the area of the proposed development being
within the sub-square garden to the north of the farmhouse – it is understood that there will be
no changes to the north-south oriented paddock to the south of Brook Farmhouse, or to the
tarmac drive and the embanked planting before the property (Figures 2 & 3). The existing
former farm buildings to the east and south of the farmhouse are outside the proposed
development site. These buildings are rectangular in plan and have similar orientations to the
farmhouse and its rear range, something clearly derived from the historical development of
Brook Farm (see Section 6); they are also generally less tall than the farmhouse. Any aspect
of the design of the new buildings that is in accord with the existing converted former farm
buildings will mitigate affects to the heritage asset.

7.3.3

The prime view of Brook Farmhouse is undoubtedly the southern facade and front of the
building, which greets the visitor to the property and can be seen from Pickford Green Lane
(Plates 1 & 3). This very fine view is not even seriously imperilled by the modern
conservatory, nor by the former farm buildings, which have the appearance of busy, rural
dwellings and workspaces; activities which benefit the appreciation of the former farmhouse
(Plate 2). The buildings here are under separate ownership and were not directly approached,
but it is clear that these structures are in keeping with, and have a positive affect upon, the
heritage asset. Moreover, it is significant that the area that is to be developed is not easily
visible from the yard before the southern facade and, with sympathetic plantings to the north
of the conservatory the new dwellings will be screened by the farmhouse itself (Plate 4). The
passage to the east of the farmhouse provides very limited views from the forecourt of the
building to the rear and, again, the impression is of a collection of farm buildings. Conceivably
a narrow view of the new buildings could be had here, but this is in any case a private part of
the property rather than a public vantage point.

7.3.4

The rear of the property, where the development is to take place, is laid to lawn, shrubs,
mature trees and has slab and concrete patios and paths: all are well maintained. The brook
lies at the northern boundary to the site and is a steep cutting lined with mature trees,
including some evergreens (Plate 10). The rear of the farmhouse is quite plain in appearance
by comparison with the front, and the spaces immediately around it have a simple and
utilitarian look, without ornament or flower beds for example. There is also a concrete panel
garage, albeit one that is tucked away from view somewhat, and a poorly maintained, sunken
tennis court immediately behind the farmhouse (Figure 2; Plates 8 & 9). This latter appears
to have truncated the natural landscape, especially at the point nearest the farmhouse (Plate
8). Both the garage and the tennis court appear rather out of place and detract from the
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setting of the rear of the building in a way that is noticeably not the case at the front of the
property. That said, the entire area has an enclosed, isolated feel; it is not overlooked and has
very limited short distance views beyond (Plates 10-11) and not easily seen from the front of
the property or the road.
7.3.5

As previously mentioned, Pickford Grange Farmhouse (MCT980) is positioned on a southeast
aspect of a hillside and is just over 130m AOD in elevation, 500m from the site. The farm is
set among more modern buildings and field boundaries, as mentioned above, but none are
located on the side facing Brook Farm. On this basis, it seems likely that the development
would affect the views to be had from this 16th century heritage asset. However, this is not so.
The low elevation of the site and Brook Farmhouse itself becomes very obvious when viewed
from Pickford Grange Farmhouse, and the development area is in fact somewhat difficult to
locate (Plate 6). The mature trees and hedges are undoubtedly one reason for this effect. The
view of the site from beyond its northern boundary gives limited views of the roof of Brook
Farm, and this is to be expected since it occupies an elevated position on the site. One
additional factor for the limiting of views towards Brook Farmhouse is the tree-lined character
of the brook itself and the small copse of trees on the west side of the road, which blends into
those of the site. In the other direction, the view towards Pickford Grange Farmhouse is
interrupted by oblique views across a number of paddocks or small fields, which have high
hedges. Moreover, the view uphill makes the asset difficult to make out in this direction
(Figure 7).
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8
8.1.1

CONCLUSIONS
The historic background to the Proposed Development Area at Brook Farm and the
immediate area has been briefly discussed along with the character of the landscape in this
part of the ‘Ancient Arden’. The study identified seven Grade II listed buildings in the vicinity of
the site; two of which have, by their proximity to the development, potential to be negatively
affected by the development (Figure 2). These are Pickford Grange Farmhouse (MCT980),
500m to the northwest of the site and Brook Farmhouse (MCT981), which lies within the
development area (Plate 1).

8.1.2

Further afield are five other designated Grade II post-medieval buildings in three locations.
These are Pickford Farmhouse and farm building (MCT976 & MCT977), which are 1.4km to
the northeast; The Corner Cottage (MCT972) around 400m to the south, and; Barn
Farmhouse (MCT882) and (MCT883), 1.4km southeast. A site visit and examination of a
similar heritage-focussed assessment (Smith 2018) made clear that these assets would be
unaffected by the development area. This is principally due to the distances involved and the
individual settings of the sites in question, which are generally modern in character and
enclosed by trees and hedges (Figure 2).

8.1.3

The key vista associated with the Brook Farmhouse asset is the south facade (Plate 1) and
its setting both within the rural landscape (i.e. the adjacent fields) and the former farm
buildings which have previously been converted to dwellings and rural activities (Plate 2) are
both important for its heritage value. On the one hand, the landscape to the east of Pickford
Green Lane is certain to be affected by a large housing development, albeit with sympathetic
landscaping (East Green, south of A45; see Hartley 2018). (Whilst this is naturally beyond the
control of the present development, benefits of this landscaping are expected to accrue to
heritage assets in the wider area; see below). On the other hand, the former farm buildings
give a sense of character to the farmhouse which is lacking in the land use at the rear of the
farmhouse (i.e. the tennis court and concrete garage). It was pointed out that any aspect of
the design of the new buildings that is in accord with the existing converted farmer farm
buildings would be of benefit (positive effect) upon the heritage asset and mitigate negative
affects to the heritage asset. It is also clear from the preceding that the development is
screened from view from the south side of the heritage asset, and cannot therefore affect the
view.

8.1.4

In these two regards it is significant that the design is sympathetic in materials, colour pallet
and ground plan to the exiting buildings and the farmhouse (Figures 3-4). Specifically 1) the
elevations of the new buildings are lower than Brook Farmhouse and similar to the existing
former farm buildings; 2) the design is barn-like in conception; 3) the ground plan is similar in
its orientations to that of the farmhouse and former farm buildings; 4) the colour pallet is red
brick and clay tile, as seen in both the farmhouse and the former farm buildings; 5) the new
building occupy a part of the site that is at a lower elevation than the farmhouse, being 116-
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117m AOD and 121m AOD respectively – the intention is to leave the farmhouse itself
‘standing proud’ of the new buildings, as it does of the old (Figures 3 & 4).
8.1.5

The views into the site are rather limited by the low laying character of the site and because of
the mature trees, some of which are evergreen (Plates 11-12). Views from the road are
difficult to achieve and the access point is to maintain the thick hedge rows and to use small
shrubs to reduce views in which the rear of the heritage asset is revealed in a less than ideal
manner. The fields around the site are currently grazing land and have only a single footpath
to the north east of the site by which the new buildings could be seen. On the one hand, this
view point is currently limited by mature trees and shrub; on the other hand, it is due to
become part of the East Green hosing estate and the brook itself is the focus for a green
space with a naturalistic appearance (Figure 5). The negative affect of the development is
necessarily limited by both these factors. Two additional advantages of the development are
the removal of the concrete garage and the sunken tennis court, both of which are at odds
with the prevailing historical and architectural setting of the farm.

8.1.6

Pickford Grange Farmhouse (MCT980) is positioned on a southeast aspect of a hillside
‘overlooking’ the site. However, on closer inspection the two locations are not inter-visible and
the low laying nature of the site combined with mature trees and hedges from multiple field
boundaries limit the view from Pickford Grange Farmhouse to the development site (Plate 6).
At most, the rooftops of the new buildings may be seen, and as we have described, these will
be of a similar design and colour to the existing buildings. Moreover, the landscaping
associated with the residential site may positively affect the setting of Brook Farmhouse from
this direction.

8.1.7

The assessment has shown that the principal impacts will be to the setting of the Grade II
Listed Brook Farmhouse and Pickford Grange Farmhouse; the former being located on the
site in question, and the latter 500m to the north set behind fields that are somewhat
overlooking the site. However, in consideration of the limited views between the site and
Pickford Grange Farmhouse the impacts, within the terms of the NPPF, are considered to be
neutral to slight adverse, according to the criteria in Table 1.3, but not amounting to
substantial harm to the significance or interest of the heritage asset. With regards Brook
Farmhouse, the construction of three new dwellings within a few metres of a medium value
heritage asset would be considered a moderate adverse affect. However, it is in fact likely that
the sympathetic design described above will if anything augments the sense of a vibrant,
active rural farmstead, in keeping with the historic development of the farmhouse and its
adjacent farm buildings. Moreover, at the same time the development is not visible from the
particularly attractive aspect at the front or from the road. The removal of the sunken tennis
court and the concrete garage also add positively to the setting of the heritage asset. The
assessment concludes that the impact upon Brook Farmhouse can therefore be considered to
be neutral to slight. The affect on the five more distant heritage assets is neutral.
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Figure 1: Site Location
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Figure 2: Detailed Site Location
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Figure 3: Plan of the Proposed Development
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Figure 4: Elevations and Floor plans of the development
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Figure 5:Images of the Proposed Development “Eastern Green, south of A45”
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Figure 6: Plate Location and Directions
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APPENDIX 1: HERITAGE ASSETS
Grid Ref.

HER No.

Name

Monument Types

Date Range

Description

PREHISTORIC

SP 2823 8072

SP 27765 80847

SP 28257 80869

MCT7839; MCT896;
ECT611; ECT612

Early Neolithic flint
scatter W of
Windmill Village Golf
Course, Upper
Eastern Green

FINDSPOT,
SETTLEMENT

Early Neolithic - 4000
BC to 3001 BC

MCT15892

Early Neolithic flint
scatter W of
Windmill Village Golf
Course, Upper
Eastern Green

FINDSPOT,
SETTLEMENT

Early Neolithic - 4000
BC to 3001 BC

MCT15886; MCT15887

Palaeolithic flint
objects W of
Windmill Golf
Course; Palaeolithic
flint flake & core W
of Windmill Golf
Course

FINDSPOTS

An assemblage of flint tools was found
during field walking surveys undertaken in
2009 in the field to the west of Windmill
Village Golf Course. The tools, including
scrapers, knives and a hammerstone, dated
to the early Neolithic period and suggest the
presence of a settlement here during that
period.

Paleolithic - 500000 BC 10000 BC
Two records; 1 location

ROMANO-BRITISH

SP 2841 8079

MCT100

Possible Roman
Villa north of
Ashbrook, Upper
Eastern Green

MONUMENT

(Roman - 43 AD to 409
AD

A fragment of Roman tile was found to the
south of Pickford Brook, Allesley, in the
1980s or 1990s and in 2009 Roman
tesserae, other Roman building material,
mortaria and Roman greyware were revealed
during field walking exercises, suggesting
that this is the site of a Roman building,
possibly a villa.

MEDIEVAL

SP 2835 8011

MCT560; ECT579;
ECT652

Possible moat NW
of Pond Farm, Upper
Eastern Green Lane

MONUMENT

1066-1539AD

The possible site of a moat and moat
platform northwest of Pond Farm, Upper
Eastern Green Lane. The moat survives as
an earthwork and there are earthworks on
what would have been the building platform.
The field is also traversed by a linear bank
running N-S with a bridge located in line
with the bank on the north ditch of the moat.

[Eleven examples correspond to eleven
records, in order]

SP 27445 80821;
SP 27514 81103;
SP 27587 81207;
SP 27627 81334;
SP 27552 81387;
SP 27367 81136;
SP 26800 81136;
SP 27042 80113;
SP 28252 80079;
SP 28394 80311;
SP 28078 81695

MCT7654; MCT7838;
MCT47; MCT99;
MCT5793; MCT48;
MCT49; MCT51;
MCT2228; MCT42;
MCT44

Ridge and furrow

MONUMENTS;
CROPMARKS

1066-1539AD

SP 27701 80765

MCT16828

Medieval pot sherd

FINDSPOT

1066-1539AD

SP 28295 80613

MCT7835

Watermeadow

WATER MEADOW

1066-1539AD

MCT2245

Cultivation terrace

EARTHWORK

1066-1539AD

SP 28095 80661
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POST-MEDIEVAL

SP 2741 8031

MCT972; ECT54

The Corner Cottage

GRADE II LISTED
BUILDING

1601 AD to 1700 AD

A 17th century timber framed building,
originally of two bays with an external stone
chimney and a thatched roof. It was much
altered in the 18th and 19th centuries but is
grade II listed.

SP 2830 8170

MCT977

Farm Building,
Pickford Farmhouse

GRADE II LISTED
BUILDING

1601 AD to 1700 AD

Timber-framed on a stone plinth with brick
infill and a tiled roof

SP 28279 81764

MCT976

Pickford Farmhouse

GRADE II LISTED
BUILDING

1601 AD to 1700 AD

Timber-framed on a stone plinth with brick
infill and a tiled roof

MCT981

Brook Farmhouse,
Brook Farm,
Pickford Green
Lane, Coventry

GRADE II LISTED
BUILDING

1701 AD to 1800 AD

18th century farm house of brick using a
Flemish bond with light headers

SP 27417 80718

SP 27154 81148

MCT980

Pickford Grange
Farmhouse

GRADE II LISTED
BUILDING

1601 AD to 1700 AD

Probably C16 with later alterations. Timberframing partly replaced by brick, with tile
roof. Two storeys. East wall rendered. Main
range of three bays, with blind recesses to
the outer bays on the first floor.

SP 28418 80040

MCT882

Barn Farmhouse

GRADE II LISTED
BUILDING

1601 AD to 1700 AD

17th century timber-framed Farmhouse with
tiled roof

SP 28418 80040

MCT883

Barn Cottage

GRADE II LISTED
BUILDING

1701 AD to 1800 AD

Two story 18th century brick cottage with
tiled roof

SP 27180 80346

MCT434; MCT435;
MCT436

St. Andrew's
Church; Church
School; Vicarage

CHURCH; SCHOOL;
VICARAGE,
COACHOUSE
1701 AD to Present
UNDATED

SP 2647 8084

MSI4587

SLIPPERSIDE
WOOD (SITE)
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(SITE OF)
Undated

Ancient woodland, since cleared
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APPENDIX 2: SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Plate 1: The southern elevation of Brook Farmhouse (looking north)

Plate 2: Brook Farmhouse (left) and buildings formerly part of Brook Farm, now residential
properties under different ownership (looking east)
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Plate 3: Pickford Green Road; the front of Brook Farm is in the centre and former farm
buildings can be seen to the right (looking north).

Plate 4: The modern conservatory adjoining the western side of Brook Farmhouse, showing
also the limited views towards the area of the development beyond, and the western site
boundary (looking north).
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Plate 5: The site as it stands at the rear of Brook Farmhouse, the previously converted exfarm buildings and patio (rear), lawn and the large shrubs (rear, right) behind which lies the
tennis court.

Figure 6: The view from Pickford Grange Farmhouse towards Brook Farm, Pickford Green
Lane and the overhead power cables.
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Figure 7: The front facade of Pickford Grange Farmhouse (MCT980), through the hedges
and paddocks that lie just off Pickford Green Lane to the north of the Site (looking
northwest).

Plate 5: The rear of Brook Farmhouse, showing the terrace above the sunken tennis court
(foreground), which comprises the old ground surface; the modern garage (background)
and modern extension to the farmhouse (right).
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PCA
PCA CAMBRIDGE
THE GRANARY, RECTORY FARM
BREWERY ROAD, PAMPISFORD
CAMBRIDGESHIRE CB22 3EN
t: 01223 845 522
e: cambridge@pre-construct.com
PCA DURHAM
THE ROPE WORKS, BROADWOOD VIEW
CHESTER-LE-STREET
DURHAM DH3 3AF
t: 0191 377 1111
e: durham@pre-construct.com
PCA LONDON
UNIT 54, BROCKLEY CROSS BUSINESS CENTRE
96 ENDWELL ROAD, BROCKLEY
LONDON SE4 2PD
t: 020 7732 3925
e: london@pre-construct.com
PCA NEWARK
OFFICE 8, ROEWOOD COURTYARD
WINKBURN, NEWARK
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE NG22 8PG
t: 01636 370 410
e: newark@pre-construct.com
PCA NORWICH
QUARRY WORKS, DEREHAM ROAD
HONINGHAM
NORWICH NR9 5AP
T: 01603 863 108
e: norwich@pre-construct.com
PCA WARWICK
UNIT 9, THE MILL, MILL LANE
LITTLE SHREWLEY, WARWICK
WARWICKSHIRE CV35 7HN
t: 01926 485 490
e: warwick@pre-construct.com
PCA WINCHESTER
5 RED DEER COURT, ELM ROAD
WINCHESTER
HAMPSHIRE SO22 5LX
t: 01962 849 549
e: winchester@pre-construct.com

